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and Materials and Money and Crisis

This booklet introduces the artworks that make up the exhibition and Materials and Money 

and Crisis. But the texts included here are also themselves part of the exhibition, in that the 

information they relay contributes to our reception of the artworks and affects our understanding 

of the circumstances in which they were made. This is one of the starting points for the exhibition: 

That the material composition of an artwork is not limited to that which is physically present when 

we encounter it but involves many things we might otherwise consider to be immaterial, including 

the language used to talk about the artwork, the relationships that enable it to be made and 

exhibited, the conditions under which it is displayed, and the forms of exchange existing between 

artist and artwork. 

and Materials and Money and Crisis seeks to emphasize how contingent, changeable and 

unstable the defi nition of “material” is in a moment of political and economic crisis linked to 

dematerializing processes of speculation and derivation. The terms in the exhibition’s title 

function as markers of the historical period inaugurated by the dissolution of the gold standard in 

1971, which meant that currencies no longer had to be backed by gold reserves. Soon afterward, 

complex fi nancial instruments were invented that have further intensifi ed the abstraction of the 

exchange economy. Prices increasingly refer only to wagers on future prices, and monetary fl ows, 

released from the weight of external reference, have become inseparable from the seemingly 

inevitable spread of global turbulence.

The artworks in this exhibition, produced or re-confi gured for this context, form an experimental 

proposition that seeks to address the matter of capital as it exists in the artwork. Two different 

meanings of matter underlie the proposition put forward in the show. On the one hand, fl ows of 

material and money—and the crises caused by the disruption of these fl ows—can serve as subject 

matter for artworks. On the other hand, on a deeper level, this exhibition asks how the physical 

matter from which artworks are made relates to the dissociation of capital from production, as 

realized in our fi nancialized global economy. 

The exhibition looks toward the work of artists who conceptualize unexpected ways in which the 

constellation of “materials,” “money,” and “crisis” hangs together. The works exhibited here move 

beyond representational conventions, their distinctive formal and material qualities refl ecting 

internal and external schemata of production and regulation. They work through their own 

material constitution to capture technical supports and organizational systems in ways that enact 

breakdowns and intensify internal contradictions in the idealized circulatory system of exchange. 

As capital fl ows through a fi nancial system composed of pure media, in which the materiality 

of price is emancipated from any even illusory reference to physical property, and Materials and 

Money and Crisis asks how aspects of materialization within art might be read as a response to 

crises in the process of valorization.



Terry Atkinson conceived the series “Grease Works” in the late 1980s and early 1990s, completing 

a number of works and producing proposals for others. The analogy that he adopted in developing 

these pieces was the distinction between hardware and software in computer science. Their physical 

makeup constitutes the “hardware” of a fi xed structure, corresponding to the wooden frame of a 

painting, into which the unstable materiality of axle grease, the “software,” is inserted. In later works 

such as Two Software Greaser, a second software component is added in the form of algorithmically 

programmed projected text.

The susceptibility of grease to environmental factors such as variations in temperature—and what 

the work is subjected to when being stored, hung, and moved from one site to another—suggests 

a materiality that continues to change once the artist has relinquished control over it. As the work 

moves from the artist’s relations of production to those of its distribution, the grease becomes a kind 

of automaton, a perceived agent of continuing production.  

Atkinson has spoken of this system as an attempt to model an artistic agent, whereby the works 

might be seen as subjects rather than objects. He sees them as addressing the historical conditions 

of the artist, specifi cally that of the avant-garde model of the artistic subject that has dominated 

the development of twentieth-century Western artistic culture. This underlying prescription of the 

function of the artist can itself be seen as a program implemented and “running” in the body of the 

artist that has, since the 1960s, been increasingly tied to a corporate ideal of subjectivity. 

Grease Flag and Two Software Greaser are structured around geometric forms that can be read 

fi guratively, the intersecting “troughs” of the former marking out the cross and saltire of the Union 

Kingdom’s fl ag, and the T-shaped trough of the latter suggesting an interpretation as self-branding, 

the “T” of Terry. These crude markers of identity, nationality, or name function as channels for the 

errant agency of grease. They serve as an allegory, on the one hand for the “edge” as the defi ning 

condition of painting, and on the other for the framing of ongoing incidents with the shifting social-

symbolic status of the artwork. 

Terry Atkinson

Grease Flag, 1991

Wood, grease

Two Software Greaser, 1992-2013

Wood, grease, Formica, projector, Mac mini



Maria Eichhorn’s Sea. Salt. Water. Climate. Chamber. Fog. Clouds. Air. Dust. Breath. Coast. Surf. 

Smoke. pre-empts the intention behind this exhibition guide by including its own introductory 

brochure as a constituent element of the work. Presented on a display stand outside the entrance 

to a room on Level 3, Eichhorn’s brochure loosely takes as its subject the terms listed in the work’s 

title. Illustrated with images of the work itself and generic pictures of vaporous states such as cloud 

formations, the text describes, in primarily factual terms, the manner in which our atmosphere is 

constituted by the dispersion of microscopic matter—whether the “combustion products and dust” 

of a city’s atmosphere or the salty air of coastal regions. It also details the health-giving properties 

of inhaling vaporized saltwater. In the adjacent room, Eichhorn has constructed a climate chamber 

within the existing fabric of the museum. In this largely empty gallery, there is a row of chairs and a 

shelf holding bottles of mineral water, as well as a number of medical nebulizers, manufactured by 

Heyer Medical AG, that pump a constant fl ow of saltwater mist into the space, creating a thick fog. 

Eichhorn’s artifi cial environment offers a way of framing physiological experience, making 

palpable the simple act of breathing in an atmosphere. It also has a perceptual effect: The fog 

reduces visibility and deadens sound in the space. The work obscures the institutional framework 

that contains it (and thus undermines its principal function of display), yet simultaneously it 

makes materially apparent the circulation of airborne particles. This interplay of appearance and 

disappearance is mimicked in a further element of the work: As the moisture in the room increases, 

the title of the work becomes visible on the wall of gallery, darkening as moisture is absorbed by the 

plaster that makes up its stencilled letters. 

The contingency of the legibility of this linguistic sign on the accumulation of mist in the room sets in 

motion a feedback loop between the textual information in the brochure and the material processes 

encountered in the space. The artwork is set in suspension between epistemic engagement and the 

work’s physical delivery into the body as inhaled matter. As the brochure states in its description 

of cloud formations, it is in a “continual state of development and [is] therefore not an ‘object’ but a 

‘process.’” 

Maria Eichhorn

Meer. Salz. Wasser. Klima. Kammer. Nebel. Wolken. Luft. Staub. Atem. Küste. Brandung. Rauch, 1991

Stand, brochure, chairs, ultrasonic vaporizers, salt-water mist (water, sodium chloride), plaster, 

wall graphic, mineral water, shelf. 



Distributed through the museum, 4 × exchange / abstraction consists of four short digital videos 

on fl at-screen monitors. The brevity of the videos gestures toward the truncated format of the GIF 

or the digital advertising display, while the physical separation of the screens means they have to 

be watched in sequence, suggesting a televisual seriality. 4 × exchange / abstraction mimics the 

apparatus of contemporary image-production and -distribution in order to work through the ways 

that changes in the material relations of money, commodities, and social abstraction shape forms of 

interiority today. 

Each of the four sections of the work adopts a distinctive stylistic mode. They all, however, use 

digital imaging techniques that allow for a specifi cally materialist approach to contemporary 

forms of visualization. The structure of one of the videos references the 1960s experimentalism 

of paracinema in the adoption of a fl icker effect, where the fast alternation between footage of 

commodities creates the impression of a third, virtual space. In another video a cartoonish 3D 

animation depicts a human hand–shaped character, which loses its means of subsistence and 

subsequently undergoes a physical transformation into a pure commodity. A further section makes 

use of a technique called “datamoshing,” causing a breakdown of the digital image as the pixels that 

regulate timing and movement are removed. Each of these three screens sporadically shows small 

inset frames playing clips from the other two videos. This metatext culminates on a fourth monitor, 

where sections from all two videos are edited together, with a musical sound track, in a format 

reminiscent of a TV end-of-season round-up. 

Across the work as a whole, the effects of exchange—between objects, and between objects and 

people—are either depicted or manifested structurally. Each video undertakes its own probing 

materialization of the abstractions through which such exchange functions: The fl icker effect 

creates the illusion of a space of equivalence that links all objects in exchange; datamoshing 

marks the intensely digitized and fi nancialized present moment via its imaging of the halting and 

reapportioning of time; and the cartoon narrative of a character forced to relate to the world through 

abstraction serves as a representation of subject/object relations specifi c to capitalist appropriation. 

Each part of 4 × exchange / abstraction can be seen as a test site for the development of forms 

that make comprehensible abstract, insensible processes. The metatext of the preview windows and 

round-up video connects all four videos, much in the way that, under present economic conditions, 

all commodities and commodifi ed forms of activity are linked through value, which shapes social 

relations between subjects and the world around them. 

Melanie Gilligan

4 × exchange / abstraction, 2013

Four fl at-screen monitors, monitor stands, media players, digital animation, 

HD video (duration variable, 2–3 mins).



Installed on two separate levels of mumok, Gareth James’s SCREWALTZ and the series Deodands 

share a number of characteristics, not least the repetition of doors and bicycles as key elements 

within both works. These objects are treated as mutable materials. They retain a semblance of their 

intended utility, while also undergoing transformations and deformations of their basic structures 

and functions. Doors become hanging chalkboards and desktops; bicycles become hybrid fans and 

structural supports.

Throughout his work, James has engaged the processes by which materials (both physical and 

intellectual) exchange properties, values, and attributes. Crucially, these processes belong to 

the world into which an artist is thrown, rather than being a capacity possessed by the artist. A 

recent trio of solo exhibitions commenced with the theft of a bicycle, its problematic legal status 

intervening into a chain of relations that were augmented and reformed in the subsequent shows.

James suggests that formalization—that is, the becoming-form of something previously unintelligible 

within the logic of form—is an operation critical to an understanding of the abstractions involved 

in the exchange process, from the concrete conditions of labor to the symbolic function of money. 

He addresses the visual fi eld as permeated by specifi cally capitalist relations of property, and 

as entangled in a problematic philosophical genealogy of the division of form and matter since 

Aristotle.

The productive force of formalization operates in two primary directions in James’s contributions to 

this exhibition. SCREWALTZ extends an ongoing series of works concerned with the transformations 

of technical and symbolic elements in the common screw. Here, the “turn” is a haplessly ineffi cient 

one, in which the screw in its unguided revolutions neither becomes part of nor fully withdraws from 

its context. The “Deodand” variations turn back, in the manner of a happy exorcism, by destroying 

a previously completed and exhibited work, Welsh Not, 2011—a pair of hollow-core doors painted 

to become chalkboards. This work is retuned to a moment of technical determination in its original 

manufacture. James had used hollow-core doors in Welsh Not on the suggestion of Jeff Nelson 

(a former artist and close friend of James’s), whose sculpture Interval Park—Model for a Park for 

Amnesiacs, 1998, greatly infl uenced James. After producing Interval Park, Nelson withdrew from 

designating his labor as art, and from calling himself an artist. In the Deodand series, James 

reconstitutes Welsh Not as a series of variations on Nelson’s 1998 work, transforming it from an 

intellectual presence secreted within the doors into an overt one.

Gareth James 

SCREWALTZ, 2013

Prefabricated doors, chalkboard paint, chalk, brass screws, metal tubes, 

fl uorocarbon fi shing line, Tern Link D8 Folding bicycle, Dyson Air Multiplier.

Deodands, 2013

Prefabricated doors, Welsh Not (2011), Focus Lost Lagoon bicycles, Puch Minimalist bicycle, 

various secondhand bicycles, balloons, garbage bags.



The mumok building, clad in basalt rock, is marked by slatlike windows on its facade, which were 

originally intended to provide natural light to the museum’s galleries and auxiliary spaces. Most, 

however, are not in use. Weak Local Lineaments, which is sited over level 2, 3, and 4, is constituted 

by eight copper-clad laminate panels placed inside the building in positions corresponding to these 

exterior windows. Some panels are mounted in front of already visible windows, while other panels 

mark the existence of a window hidden by a gallery wall, or involve modifi cations to the interior to 

expose a window that had previously been covered up. 

The Lineaments fold the logic of the materials with which they are manufactured back onto their 

conditions of display. They consist of etchings on Pyralux, a laminate used to manufacture ultra-thin 

fl exible circuit boards in optical electronic equipment such as cameras and scanners. Each panel 

is photolithographically printed and then etched to produce a continuous dot matrix based on that 

of high-capacity LED panels. The fl exibility of the material, enabling the production of circuit boards 

for constrained spaces of varying formats, is echoed in the panels’ mobility with regard to possible 

installation scenarios.

Scaled to fi t over mumok’s windows, the Lineaments receive shifting exposure to natural and 

regulated light, alluding to the backlit illumination of information by LED technology. The panels 

themselves show differentiated layers of fresh and corroded copper, the result of Lewitt’s stripping 

of the laminate with varying grades of aerosol degreaser, linking the scattering of light through a 

medium to corrosion and technical mediation. Their physicality performs basic functions of covering 

and revealing—an “on/off” schema that forms a gate logic. The choices that dictate the placement 

of the panels throw into relief the symbolic regulation that functionally determines the space of 

exhibition. 

If the mumok building itself is an example of the “black box” conditions that are necessary for 

the appearance of the “white cube”, the Lineaments delimit the inside of the space as one that is 

both open and homogeneous. In this way, the Lineaments are also affected by their immediate 

environmental situation, connecting concepts of fl exibility to physical forces of oxidization, a material 

vulnerability resulting from the exposure of their copper surfaces to air.

Sam Lewitt

Weak Local Lineaments (E2, E3, E4), 2013

Etchings in copper-clad plastic, steel brackets



In a 2011 text on Henrik Olesen’s work, art historian Lars Bang Larsen writes: “Our pupils dilate and 

contract like sphincters. In this way, comparable to a double-barreled anus, do our eyes also play 

a role in the excretion of waste? ... Following the same logic, the spectacle is an abject receptacle 

for all kinds of shit that we produce with eyes wide open. From this point of view, there has never 

been such a thing as ‘the passive consumer.’” Olesen’s contribution to and Materials and Money and 

Crisis takes the form of a series of Perspex panels, on which the artist has glued packaging, receipts, 

and used objects—the traces of products he’s purchased and consumed, which typically would 

be thrown away. These works function as an index of consumption and waste, deconstructing the 

organization of everyday life into a new neurotic gesture. 

The diaristic manner of this accumulation is echoed in the formal presentation of the objects. The 

material is positioned on the panels in erratic lines, as if systematically arranged through some 

indistinct rationale. Dates on packaging and receipts, and geographically specifi c items such as 

metro tickets, offer an indication of latent structure without ever forming into a clear taxonomy. 

Instead, the procedural quality of the assemblages hovers between the basic movements and 

repetitions of the application of object to surface, and an unarticulated form of writing, where syntax 

and infl ections appear between materials. There is a clear directional development that mimics 

the walk of the viewer, with gradual shifts in scale and density suggesting an internal process 

of disassembly. The material on the panels moves from the broad typology of “waste” to a single 

isolated symbolic presence.

As a consumerist map, the panels are distinctly of the body. Much of the waste bears a direct 

relation to bodily consumption, including wrapping for food, health and cleansing products—the 

empty packaging speaks to a prior exchange between commodity and corporeal subject, as a 

daily maintenance of self in both a physical and symbolic realm. The socioeconomic and cultural 

injunction underlying this is evidenced in the text that runs across many of the objects, in large-font 

declamatory branding, dense lines of technical data, and measured legalese.

Within the schema of Produce 1–5, the gradual isolation of objects forms a semiotic structure, 

the articles glued and screwed to the Perspex becoming images of themselves. As beleaguered 

signs mounted on a backdrop of glue and screw holes from previously applied and then detached 

materials, they are still loaded with social meaning and value, as much as with humorous banality. 

The itinerary of exchange that they embody and the value they accrue as part of a social imaginary 

are linked: In the words of feminist scholar Peggy Phelan (as quoted by Larsen): “The production and 

reproduction of visibility is part of the labor of the reproduction of capitalism.” 

Henrik Olesen

Produce 1–5, 2013

Found objects on acrylic glass panels



In 2010 Pratchaya Phinthong was invited by the curator Pierre Bal-Blanc to use a residency in Paris 

to produce a project for the art center CAC Brétigny. Instead, Phinthong chose to travel to the region 

of Åsele in northern Sweden to work as a wild berry picker for two months, alongside seasonal 

workers from Thailand. Phinthong was recruited by a Bangkok-based company at a time of tension 

between Thai workers and their Swedish employers, due to a strike the previous season by a group 

of 200 workers protesting against unfair labor practices.

Phinthong’s exhibition at CAC Brétigny, titled Give More Than You Take, took place while the artist 

was working in Sweden. It involved sending instructions to Bal-Blanc via SMS, leaving him the task 

of translating the information received into the realm of public display. A temporary website was  set-

up, to enable Phinthong to post images and videos of his experiences. During his work in the forests 

of Åsele, the artist also enlisted his fellow workers to help dismantle a wooden watchtower to be 

shipped to Brétigny and “arranged” by Bal-Blanc.

Although the project was defi ned by the period of Phinthong’s labor in Sweden, the reconstitution of 

this labor into artwork produced a series of artifacts and operations that Phinthong has continued to 

put into play in further manifestations of Give More Than You Take. On each occasion, the exhibition’s 

curator is engaged in a decision making process from which the artist remains deliberately absent. 

The project circulates and accumulates a series of formal and conceptual rationales defi ned not by 

Phinthong, but by his curator proxies, wherein the acts of materialization and composition serve as 

heuristics. 

At the center of Give More Than You Take is the work Tod tee sweden mend thung mor-chit  

(a phonetic translation of an unspecifi ed Thai phrase). The curator charged with the articulation of 

the work—in this case the curator of and Materials and Money and Crisis, Richard Birkett—is asked 

to gather a mass of “useless” objects, equivalent in weight to the total amount of berries picked by 

Phinthong, in the space of exhibition. The temporal lag, geographic and material displacement, and 

transference of responsibility mimic a global labor and commodities market that accelerates the 

abstraction of exchange value, and the accompanying radical dislocation of labor and value.

Pratchaya Phinthong

Give More Than You Take, 2010–13

Allemansrätten (Right of Public Access), 2010–13

Wood arranged by Richard Birkett

Tod tee sweden mend thung mor-chit, 2010–13

Variable objects arranged by Richard Birkett

An Average Thai Berry Picker’s Income, 2010

Framed paper money and coins



Since 2001 R. H. Quaytman has structured the production of paintings through an overarching 

organizational system referred to as a “book,” within which each grouping of paintings for an exhibition 

is a “chapter.” If painting is the medium most conducive to accelerated circulation within the art world, 

Quaytman’s open-ended system of archiving imposes a temporal lag in which each work operates 

outside of itself, defi ned by its extended lateral relations rather than its singularity. The choice of 

literary paradigms of division implicates the collapsing of modes of display and storage beyond the 

truncated event of exhibition, and as such problematizes the operations of the paintings within the art 

market. The sale of an individual work, or a chapter, is ostensibly destructive to Quaytman’s authorship 

in the loss of legibility it implies to its interrelation with past and future chapters.    

This systemic approach carries into the materiality of the paintings through a number of self-imposed 

rules and restrictions. Each work is painted on a gessoed plywood panel, in one of seven consistent 

sizes. These panels have distinctive angled edges, painted representations of which often appear on 

the surface of the paintings. Each chapter responds to the site of its exhibition, transferring strands of 

an epistemic investigation into historical, architectural, and personal contexts onto the surface of the 

panels through silkscreen printing and hand painting of images and abstractions. 

In Voyelle, Chapter 26, Quaytman adopts the historical fi gure of Empress Elisabeth of Austria as a 

generative resource, specifi cally making use of a photographic image of the aristocrat’s death mask, 

made after she was assassinated by an anarchist in 1898. Rather than a narrative subject to be read 

across the paintings, this contextual stimulus is presented as a locality from which each painting 

departs. While mirroring an aspect of their context, the paintings orchestrate perceptual processes 

of containment and refl ection. Using Op-art patterning, surfaces encrusted with diamond dust, 

and structural elements that divide or support the vertical plane, the image of Elisabeth is at once 

occluded by, and printed within, the base material of the painting. 

Behind these movements lies a genealogical displacement: Quaytman also references a portrait of 

the Empress’s sixteenth-century ancestor Elisabeth of Austria by the miniaturist François Clouet, and 

the theorizing of this image by the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss in his proposition that all art 

be understood as a “small-scale model.” Lévi-Strauss describes Clouet’s rendering of a lace collar 

as deformed by perspective and shadow, but visually perceived as a complete form, comprehended 

in relation to the whole “event” and social structure of the picture. The repetition in Voyelle of a lace 

pattern that is highly detailed, yet serves as a fl attening screen across the surface of the rectilinear 

paintings, speaks to an expanded notion of such inscription into a closed system. 

Voyelle, Chapter 26 tests the boundaries of this system, as an interlinked problem of the symbolic, 

the temporal, and the economic, by instigating an overlap between chapters. It includes two works 

that represent Chapter 27—an as yet unrealized body of work to be exhibited at Instituto Inhotim in 

Brazil—introducing a Janus-faced “blob” into the itinerary of Chapter 26. Quaytman’s assertion of the 

ultimate value in the connectivity between past and future further implicates the weakened state of 

painting in the situation of its isolated exhibition.

R. H. Quaytman

Voyelle, Chapter 26, 2013

Silkscreen ink, oil, diamond dust, varnish, gesso on wood panels



An indispensable enabler of Hollywood and the television industry, the Society of Motion Pictures 

and Television Engineers (SMPTE) has the motto “We Set the Standard for Motion Imaging.” The 

organization, which was set up almost a hundred years ago, develops standards for image and 

sound technologies used in the presentation of the moving image in cinemas and televisual media 

throughout the world. These standards include charts used to check the quality of fi lm projection, as 

well as testing for focus, aperture, fi eld steadiness, and framing.

Lucy Raven’s RP31 (where “RP” stands for “recommended practices”) is an animation composed 

from 31 test patterns and calibration charts. These charts span a period of seventy years, and 

have been accumulated by Raven via connections to fi lm studios, archives, and projectionists in 

Los Angeles and throughout the US. As a collection of material it maps an archive of obsolescent 

technologies, as one form of projection apparatus overtakes another. Although the globalization 

of cinema produced in the US was enabled by these standards, intended to make moving images 

appear uniform wherever they are shown, they document changing approaches toward both 

regulation and perception.

Rather than presenting the test patterns in their intended static singularity, RP31 splices together 

single frames from each of the 31 reels, creating an intense optical experience. A compression of 

time is not only experienced sensorially but takes place on an epistemic level, with the patterns 

and charts functioning as historically contingent signs. The work is rooted in a formal history of 

experimental fi lm, but also in the notion that a critique of mainstream cinema is present in the 

materiality of cinema itself—perhaps most clearly in the stresses and constraints of its own mass 

circulation.

Raven’s research addresses cinema at the level of its material conditions, and in so doing offers 

an index of the volatile social and economic relations upon which the industry rests. Her illustrated 

lecture On Location traces Hollywood’s export of raw materials—here taking the form of images—

to countries in South-East Asia to be processed, reformed, and recombined. Beginning with the 

recent conversion of Roland Emmerich’s 2009 disaster-apocalypse fi lm 2012 from 2D to 3D, Raven 

investigates the developing technologies and infrastructures through which landscapes, locations, 

and stereoscopic 3D spaces are constructed. In postproduction studios in India and China, frame-

by-frame image manipulation and the adaptation of fi lms for new audiences have brought about a 

burgeoning expansion of the cinema industry that also potentially signals the end of “Hollywood” as 

the home of mainstream fi lm production. In parallel with the formal character of RP31, the lecture 

On location functions as a mode of discursive forensics, making palpable the material modulations 

between the abstracting demands of technological standardization and the complexities of cinema 

as social imaginary.

Lucy Raven

RP31, 2012

color fi lm installation, 4 mins. 48 secs., looped

On Location, 2013

Illustrated lecture, mumok kino, November 2013, 7 pm 



In 1900 the French mathematician Louis Bachelier completed his doctoral thesis “The Theory of 

Speculation.” The text marked the fi rst application of advanced mathematics to the fi eld of fi nance. 

Bachelier observed that over time the market prices of stocks and options follow an unpredictable 

path—what would come to be called a “random walk”—affected by events in the news and many 

other kinds of information. Using the principles of Brownian motion—the random movement of 

particles suspended in a fl uid—Bachelier envisaged mathematical models for such stochastic 

processes. His conclusions served as the basis for the formulation of “random-walk algorithms” that 

underpin many fi nancial instruments in use today—which were developed in the second half of the 

20th century as a result of advances in computational modeling. 

Cheyney Thompson’s series of Broken Volume sculptures are produced using just such an algorithm 

to determine three-dimensional forms. Each of these works has the same fundamental properties: 

They are all made using ten liters of concrete, with this measure determining the volumetric 

dimensions or “length” of the walk, which is subdivided into individual “steps” of one-inch cubes. 

With these parameters of step size and total volume, the algorithm removes all subjectivity from the 

production of sculptural form; the mathematical progression of the concrete cube is dictated purely 

by probability distribution. As one might visualize the random movement of a particle in liquid, the 

cube units of Thompson’s sculptures plot indecisive trajectories that veer between the centripetal 

and the centrifugal. 

Multiplying a basic unit of form within each sculpture, and extending this seriality across eight 

permutational works, the Broken Volume series appears to echo the reductive, internalized 

procedures of Minimalism. Presented on pedestals, however, Thompson’s works register less as 

gestalt forms than as classical artifacts or architectural models. The materiality of cast concrete 

here becomes part of the work’s subject, its historical burden as the fl exible medium of modernist 

structural form taking the renewed strain of the demands of an instrumental logic.

As the random-walk algorithm posits a means of modeling the volatility of fi nancial markets, and 

thus serves as a tool for the accelerated abstraction of the exchange economy, its application in 

the Broken Volume sculptures serves to highlight the equivalent volatility of the artwork, and its 

confl icted status as material thing and social/symbolic capital. Despite the infi nite exchangeability 

of these sculptures, their circulation cannot be separated from their potential to fall apart. Their 

combination of physical mass and at times attenuated form means that they hover on the edge of an 

unpredictable breakdown akin to the crises of fi nance unaccounted for in the algorithms from which 

they were created.

Cheyney Thompson

Broken Volume (10L), 2013

Cast concrete, white nitrile rubber



The visual imagery of The Palace is indistinct. The fi lm depicts what appears to be an architectural 

surface, but neither scale nor context can be perceived. It is reminiscent of images produced by an 

electron microscope—desaturated, yet alarmingly acute in its rendering of high-contrast detail. The 

surfaces oscillate in and out of focus, a topography of bright ridges and murky troughs that never 

resolves itself into a clear representation of material constitution. Such rendering is indicative of 

digital imaging, the collation of points of measured data processed by a form of computation that 

imitates or abstracts a real physical process. Projected through the medium of fi lm, the images 

suggest a simultaneous expansion and contraction, as the digital assumes the physical demeanor 

of the analogue, and the analogue projects the aesthetic of the digital.

The Palace pairs these images with a voice-over in which a man narrates episodes from his life. 

In keeping with the lack of clarity in the images, the experiences he relates are indistinct in the 

information they provide, dwelling on psychological and perceptual states in which concrete 

particulars become clouded. The narrative begins with the retelling of an exchange with a woman, 

possibly his partner, as he attempts to comprehend her experience of monochromacy, a form 

of near-total color blindness. He goes on to speak of having been a foreign aid worker, implying 

that this was a front for intelligence gathering: The job required him to memorize large amounts 

of information—on geography, governments, the “authorities in charge.” He describes his use of 

“memory palaces,” a mnemonic technique involving the visualization of a concrete space and the 

assignation of architectural features to correspond to pockets of information.

The visual content of The Palace collapses the two forms of cognitive plasticity described in the 

voice-over: That of impaired vision and its impact on subjectivity, and the deliberate abstraction 

of the memory palace, constructed with the aim of extending neurological capacity. The near-

monochromatic digital space shown in the fi lm is one of matter, mediated through an abstraction—

a compression algorithm—in which data is lost. Yet equally it approximates the selectivity of a 

process in which the need to remember, to create a workable means of retaining large amounts 

of information, centers around imaging an equivalence between physical forms and abstract 

information. As the blurred identities of foreign-aid worker and spy suggest, the fi lm proposes that 

reality is commandeered by fabrications, as the brain itself sculpts neurological pathways that 

conjoin the production and perception of meanings and forms.

Emily Wardill

The Palace, 2013

16 mm fi lm, sound, 7 mins., looped
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